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ABSTRACT: Edge detection method has been utilized to find the boundaries of things within the input images 

provided. Edge detection method introduces to the operation of discovering and finding the sharp disconnections or the 

disjointedness in the brightness. Edge detection process reduces the noises in the images. Canny algorithm is one of the 

excellent edge detection methods or the algorithms which is extensively used in the image processing field. As 

techniques like computer vision does the classification and recognition of objects in an input image, edge detection is 

an amazing tool which can be used for this purpose. The main focus in this paper is to learn edge detection process by 

comparing different types of edge detection operators also execute canny’s edge detection operator or the technique. 

Edge detection is fundamentally an image segmentation method, divides structural domain, and then on which the 

image is identified, into valued regions or parts. Edges characterize borders and are therefore a problem of basic 

importance in image processing. The main focus is to learn edge detection process based on different operators and 

execute canny’s edge detection method. Here we have compared all other other algorithms with the canny edge 

algorithm on the output efficiency. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An edge is nothing but a bundle of connected pixels that creates a boundary between two different regions which are 

disjoint. And thus, the edges are obtained between these two regions of the input image. Those connected pixels in an 

image or a single pixel can be defined by edge strength and edge direction which are basically the two vital features of 

a pixel. Edge strength is the most important feature which is nothing but the magnitude of the gradient and edge 

direction is the angle of the gradient. So, all these discontinuities will be detected by using different types of edge 

detection operators. There are different applications of the edge detection method, especially in medical science 

application where an OCT image will be used to detect the edges. Different other applications like face recognition, 

utilised for the study of anatomical structure, recognition of finger prints etc. The edge detection method is done by 

convolving of an image using a 2-D Gaussian filter, and then using different operators on these images to detect the 

edges accordingly. 

II. CANNY’S EDGE DETECTION ALGORITHM 

 

Initially an input image is read. A 2-D Gaussian filter is applied on the input image to smoothen the image to get rid of 

all the noises in the image before detecting or locating any edges in the image.   And the 2-D Gaussian filter can be 

used only in Canny Edge Detection method in particular. 

 

 Gaussian Filter 

Gaussian filter is used to remove noise from the image. It will remove all those noises so that we get a better result after 

using edge detection and also so that the edges will be detected more accurately.  

 

        
 

    
 

  

     
 

    
 

  

     

The above expression shows that a Gaussian filter is separable. The Gaussian filter which is used for smoothing an 

image is an excellent filter used to remove the noise which has been drawn using a normal distribution. 

 Gaussian pyramid can be created by applying the Gaussian filter. And by using Pascal’s triangle, the Gaussian 

filter can be created. Below is the Pascal’s triangle that has been shown: 
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Fig 1: Generation of a 3*3 Gaussian Kernel from Pascal’s Triangle 

 

 3 * 3 Gaussian Kernel 

The generation of a 3 * 3 Gaussian mark from Pascal’s triangle is illustrated in the above triangle. The 3 * 3 Gaussian 

kernel can be generated from the third row of Pascal’s triangle. 

 

o Canny Algorithm 

There are four filters used in Canny algorithm to detect vertical, horizontal and diagonal edges in the image that has 

been blurred. The angle of the edge direction. The edge direction angle is rounded to one of four angles which represent 

vertical, horizontal and the two diagonals (90°, 0°, 45°, and 135°). 

 

canny_image = edge(original_image,’canny’); 

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM – CANNY ALGORITHM 

 

An input image is fed into the system which will be stored in JPEG format which will then be read. The image goes 

through the pre-processing so that the noise will be removed. Here, an OCT (Optical Coherence Tomography) image 

will be loaded as the implementation is done on the medical science application. Pre-processing of the image includes 

padding and de-noising of the input image using Gaussian filter. These de-noised and padded images obtained will then 

be used to detect the edges using various edge detection operators like sobel operator, prewitt operator, Log operator 

and here we use Canny edge detection method or Canny operator to generate edge detected images. 

 

A. Flow Chart of the Algorithm: 

 

 START: Input image is read 

 SMOOTHING: Gaussian filter will be utilisedto remove or eliminate the noise  

 COMPUTING GRADIENTS: Wherever the image gradients have large intensity, the edges need to be traced 

 NON-MAXIMUM SUPPRESSION: Only the edges which are in local maxima need to be marked or traced as 

edges 

 HYSTERESIS THRESHOLDING: If the edges are connected to any strong edge, those edges are suppressed 

and are taken as the final edges 

 END: Edge extracted image resulted from an input image 

 

B. Different Types of Operators: 

 

 Sobel: It is done by determining the gradient of image intensity at every pixel within the input image. It 

perceives the direction of the highest increase from light to dark and also the rate of change in the direction 

which has been found 

sobel_img = edge(original_img,’sobel’); 

 

 Canny: There are four filters used in Canny algorithm to detect vertical, horizontal and diagonal edges in the 

image that has been blurred. The angle of the edge direction. The edge direction angle is topped off to one of 

four angles which represent vertical, horizontal and the two diagonals (0°, 90°,45°, and 135°) 
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canny_img = edge(original_img,’canny’); 

 

 Prewitt: Here the edges are calculated by using the difference between corelated pixel intensities of an input 

image. Derivative masks are the masks that are used here for edge detection  

 

prewitt_img = edge(original_img,’prewitt’); 

 

 LOG: Log operator is the Laplacian of the Gaussian filter which results in zero crossing. It uses the area of an 

input image where the intensities will be constant. The zero crossing happens at the point where the 1st 

derivative is maximum 

 

log_img = edge(original_img,’log’); 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

The simulation studies involve the Outputs obtained by using Edge detection operators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: An OCT Image 

 

This is an OCT (Optical Coherence Tomography) image generated by passing light waves to take a cross section 

pictures of the retina. The OCT image is then converted into a grey image which is shown here. 

 

Fig 3: Image Obtained by Using Sobel Operator 

 

This is an edge detected image generated by using sobel operator, which was then used to compare the result with the 

edge detected image using canny edge detection operator. This is obtained by using an OCT (Optical Coherence 

Tomography) image of a retina. Once the OCT image is converted to a grey image, gaussian filter is applied and then 

the sobel operator is used to get this edge detected image where we can also see that, all the edges weren’t detected in a 

proper manner. 
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Fig 4:Image Obtained by Using Canny Operator 

 

This is an edge detected image obtained by using canny edge detection operator. The input image is an OCT (Optical 

Coherence Tomography) image which is converted to a grey image and then the Gaussian filter is applied on the 

resulted image. Then the canny Edge detection operator will be used to get this edge detected image. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this paper, various edge detection operators have been compared. Different edge detection techniques have been 

executed and have been evaluated. We have seen that the canny algorithm is an excellent edge detection algorithm used 

in the field of image processing. The ability to locate and mark real edges are good in comparison with other edge 

detection operators that is it is known for good detection. Canny edge detector also gives finer results as compared to 

other type of operators as it is rarely sensitive to noise and also it is flexible in nature. We have also observed that there 

is a minimal distance between the detected edge obtained and the normal(real) edge or the edge of the input image. We 

have also studied and analysed that it can be a used as a powerful tool to detect and map lineaments in the potential 

field maps.  
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